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Overview

The supplementary material is organized as follows. In

Sec. 1, the additional analysis of ACKD is introduced.

Further qualitative results of ACKD are provided in Sec. 2.

1. Additional Analysis of Accumulation

Knowledge Distillation

The guidance of deep-stage knowledge in ACK-A.

Further detailed analysis concerning the guidance of deep-

stage knowledge is described as follows. The accumulation

knowledge serves two key purposes. The first is to help the

student generator to learn the finer-grained structure, texture

and detailed features with lower abstraction from several

shallow stages of the teacher generator. The second is to

enable the student generator to better learn the knowledge

with higher abstraction from the corresponding deep stage

of the teacher generator. Accordingly, for the second

purpose, more targeted and effective attention operations

can be achieved if the correlation between the accumulation

knowledge and its corresponding deep-stage knowledge

is constructed. In the cross attention module, the query

is provided by the deep-stage knowledge, while the key

and value are provided by the accumulation knowledge,

then based on the dot-product attention, the correlation

between the deep-stage knowledge and the corresponding

accumulation knowledge can be constructed. In conclu-

sion, by establishing the correlation, the student generator

can achieve a more comprehensive, effective and accurate

understanding of the knowledge being taught.

The residual connection from deep-stage knowledge

in ACK-F. Further detailed analysis and ablation study

concerning ACK-F is provided as follows. Since the

learning focus of each layer evolves with the increase in

the depth of the network, the deep-stage knowledge may be

of greater significance to the corresponding stage with the

same depth in the student generator, while the accumulation

knowledge is an effective complement to the deep-stage

knowledge. As such, a residual connection from deep-

stage knowledge is introduced in ACK-F. Based on such

Table 1. Ablation study about the residual connection in ACK-

F for self-distillation and compressing parameters 82.5× on the

edges→shoes.

Method Self-Distillation Compression

w/o res-connection 19.63 23.67

Ours 18.47 22.10

design, the output of the conv block in ACK-F is the

complement to the deep-stage knowledge. The ablation

study on the edges→shoes is carried out to verify the above

analysis and the experimental results can be found in Tab. 1.

An observation can be made that removing the residual

connection from deep-stage knowledge in ACK-F leads to

a significant decrease in the performance of generator.

2. Additional Qualitative Results

The additional visual results are provided. The compar-

ison methods include the original teacher models provided

by [2], GAN Compression [2], OMGD [3] and CAT [1].

The qualitative results on the horse→zebra are visualized

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The experimental results on the

edges→shoes are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The visual

results on the map→aerial are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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Figure 1. Qualitative comparisons of self-distillation using ACKD on the horse→zebra.

Input Original Model 

Parms:11.3M (1.0×)

MACs:56.8G (1.0×)

GAN Compression

Parms:0.34M (33.2×)

MACs:2.67G (21.3×)

CAT

Parms:0.43M (26.3×)

MACs:2.55G (22.3×)

OMGD

Parms:0.137M (82.5×) 

MACs:1.408G (40.3×)

ACKD(Ours) 

Parms:0.081M (139.5×) 

MACs:0.867G (65.5×)

Figure 2. Qualitative comparisons with other cGANs compression methods on the horse→zebra.
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparisons for self-distillation using ACKD on the edges→shoes.

Input Ground Truth Original Model 

Parms:11.3M (1.0×)

MACs:56.8G (1.0×)

GAN Compression

Parms:0.70M (16.1×)

MACs:4.81G (11.8×)

OMGD

Parms:0.296M (38.2×) 

MACs:2,904G (19.6)

ACKD(Ours) 

Parms:0.296M (38.2×) 

MACs:2,904G (19.6)

Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons with other cGANs compression methods on the edges→shoes.
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparisons for self-distillation using ACKD on the map→aerial.

Input Ground Truth Original Model 

Parms:11.3M (1.0×)

MACs:56.8G (1.0×)

GAN Compression

Parms:0.75M (15.1×)

MACs:4.68G (12.1×)

CAT

Parms:0.54M (20.9×)

MACs:4.59G (12.4×)

ACKD (Ours) 

Parms:0.107M (105.6×) 

MACs:1.127G (50.4×)

Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons with other cGANs compression methods on the map→aerial.


